Abstract. This paper mainly focuses on how to nurture talent on Android mobile game development to be more eligible for social development. In this paper, we will describe the reform thinking of Android game curriculum and the discussion of curriculum research, explain in detail the teaching content, teaching methods, examination mode and finally show the achievement of students about Android game courses. The research we made can provide an important basis for the teaching reform of colleges and universities, can nurture high quality talent on mobile game development rapidly.
Introduction
Game industry is known as the sunrise industry in twenty-first Century, the potential value of space is very large. The game group has not only limited to the so-called "game-boy" of the young people, but also covered all age group.
After ten years of development, mobile game is experiencing the evolutionary process from simple to complex. From a global point of view, mobile entertainment services are recognized as an important force to promote the rapid development of mobile data services. Game industry has brought great benefits to the enterprise and the country, also brought a lot of talent demand to the mobile game development company.
In order to better promote students' comprehensive practical ability, we have undertaken the software engineering curriculum on game direction, opened the "Android game based development and application" course, and began to nurture Android game development talent.
In this course, the students learn the basic syntax based Android game development, in addition, also learn the driven by case as the main line of the basic practice comprehensive training the gradual learning system, the theoretical knowledge and the content of experiment based on teaching practice. Learn and master the relevant knowledge and skills of Android game development.
In this course, in addition to make the students master the basic grammar of Android game development, we also use the learning system of basic -practice -comprehensive -training step-by-step, which is based on the case-driven main line, to ensure that theory knowledge and the content of experiment is based on the teaching practice, so as to enable students to learn step by step and master relevant knowledge and skills in the Android game development.
Course objectives
Our goal is to improve the students' engineering practice, innovative consciousness and scientific and technological innovation ability, as well as nurture game development talent, so that students have the ability of completing the development of Android game products in the undergraduate education stage, and become competent for mobile game application development engineers, mobile game application test engineers and other jobs after graduation.
Content of courses:
We chose the following points of knowledge, including the basic knowledge of Android, essential knowledge of Android game, and Android game cases. 1) Android basic knowledge includes Android common game type, Android component and layout management, data storage, and SD card usage.
2) Android game essential knowledge includes Android game development's view interface, Android game development's graphic interface, Android multimedia and sensor, and Mathematical and physical knowledge points in games.
3) Android game case includes case exercise, such as Guess-What, Crazy Pig, Little Pinball, Whack-A-Mole, Sight Glass, Happy Graffiti and Aircraft Fire and so on. Teaching method: For Guess-What game in view switching, we use observation teaching method, for Sight Glass in games or Whack-A-Mole, we use case study teaching method, for the knowledge point of android game case exercise, we mainly adopt lecture method, experiment method, auxiliary practice method, and class discussion method. For the Android game case exercise, we mainly use heuristic method and project management method. In each knowledge point, a variety of teaching methods are used in teaching, so as to fully mobilize the enthusiasm of the students.
curriculum innovation 1) Teaching content is based on the actual needs of the market, is a new mode.
The course is to explain how to develop the most popular game application software in the popular mobile phone operating system; the teaching content is new and adapted to social needs.
2) Apply the step-by-step study system of basic -practice -comprehensive -training, which based on case-driven as main line.
The past curriculum lecture is based on knowledge points, combining knowledge points to launch fundamental and validation experiment. However our curriculum is different, after basic knowledge lecture, such as game design, Android layout and basic component, event handle, game special effect and so on, we start the real practice quickly, let the student develop game animation, multi-media and sensor practice, collision detection, and then go to the comprehensive training, and teach the game engine development. Also we will arrange opening experiment task, to improve ability of project management and development of student.
3) The reform of the examination method Task arrangement: arranging the game development task to student at the beginning of the curriculum.
The proportion of the examination: usual performance 20%+ engine of game works 20%+ art special effects of game works 20%+ test report of game works 20%+ use of the amount after upload 20%. 
Examination contents：
Use Android to complete a single version game development and finally go live, the student can decide their game contents.
Examination requirement:
1． The game interface is beautiful, the sound effect is appropriate, and it can fully attract the player.
2． Use the key technology of Android game development, such as custom view, accelerometer, and data storage and so on.
3． Pack the code and document specification for users to download. 4． No more than two people in each group.
Scoring rules 1. Game is able to operate normally, and functions can meet the requirements. 10 points 2. Game is innovative, interface is beautiful, animation and Surface View is used, and design is reasonable and original. 20 points 3. Game applies such as gravity, multimedia, data storage and other technologies. 20 points 4. Code is specificity and scientific, experimental reports, design and development documentation is detailed. 20 points 5. Game works oral respond. 10 points 6. Upload game to Pea Pods or other application stores and have a certain amount of Downloads. 20 points
4) Opening project
To achieve a simple game like GUESS-WHAT, mainly to achieve the development of graphical interface skills.
II．Little pinball: Use the gravity sensor to control the moving of the Elastic plate, in this case, we focus on teaching the key element of development is the usage of Timer class, and the Calculation of the contact between the ball and the boundary and the elastic plate.
III．Whack-A-Mole: complete a Whack-A-Mole game, firstly use the Thread object to record the location of hamster, and then use the Handler message to control the hamster's appearance.
IV．Explain the sight in the game: to achieve the local matting of the enlarged image and the calculation of the matrix position in shooting game.
V．Explain the realization of happy graffiti Achieve a blank area of the white board, users can draw on the white board by selecting the brush, and the drawing contents can be saved to SD card. This case mainly achieves the knowledge of the graphic interface, data storage, and multiple-thread and so on.
VI．Control aircraft firing class Control the movement of aircraft in a game with a gravity sensor, to control the aircraft to fight the shooting game, so the student can comprehensively use the Android game development of various knowledge points.
5）Student achievement
Through this course of study, firstly, it can improve the students' interest in game development, and most of the students can complete a game independently, and they can be upload their work to the Internet for users to download; Secondly, it increases the competitiveness of students on internships and employment; Thirdly, it has laid a good foundation for the students to participate in the subject contest and the creation project, for instance, a student in our class won the second award in the national mobile Internet contest.
Conclusions
Nowadays, with the rapid growth of mobile Internet and mobile game industry, the social talent market is in urgent need of a large number of mobile game related employees, most colleges and universities have carried out the Android curriculum at present. But mobile application development is still far from meeting the needs of the company, Android game development of curriculum construction is imperative. This research of this course is not only more close to the needs of talents training, but also to prepare for the discipline competition.
This study formed a more mature teaching methods, which applies task-driven as main line, focus on teaching the game related technologies and integrated applications, and arrange opening experiment task, so that improve the efficiency of class, let the student have sufficient time to use knowledge comprehensively, so as to improve their comprehensive application ability.
